
Life Skills: Intro to Baking
Baking DeCal Spring 2023
Facilitators: Anthony Federico, Ash Reining, Isha Reddy, Sonia Pramanick, Ariana Wu, and Kiana George
Contact: introbaking@gmail.com (allow 24hr for response; include the day of your class in the subject
line ex. [Monday])

Key Learning Outcomes
By the end of the course, students will know how to bake a wide variety of baked goods, assuming little
to no previous baking experience. They will be knowledgeable of various techniques and essential
ingredients used to make different baked goods. Students will also learn the importance of trial and
error in baking. Baking is often a process of improving and modifying recipes based on prior
experience, so this course emphasizes feedback and experience-based improvements to recipes.

Logistics
The class will be limited to two sections with 36 people each. We would like at least half of the class to
have access to reasonable baking equipment (i.e. an oven, baking sheet, cake pan, measuring cups and
spoons, and a mixing bowl). We will have a 1.5-hour class every week. The students will work
individually (or in pairs if accessible) to bake a recipe at home. Students should understand that there
will be money and time invested in buying ingredients for baking. Basics such as flour, sugar, butter,
eggs, milk, chocolate, baking powder/soda, etc. need to be bought as required. If this is a concern for
some students, we may be able to offer assistance (for example, in a case where a very small amount of
an ingredient is required). This class should be seen as an investment so they can continue baking after
the end of the semester.

If you are in the Tuesday class:
Time: 5:00-6:30
Location: TBD
Head Facilitators: TBD

If you are in the Wednesday class:
Time: 6:30-8:00
Location: TBD
Head Facilitators: TBD

Methods of Instruction
Presentation: The first 20 minutes of each week will be a presentation from one or two students. They
will bring a sample of something they baked for everyone to try and discuss the recipe, how it went,
and how they would improve it next time. Students then fill out comment cards for the group with
suggestions and commentary on their baked goods.

Discussion: The next 15/20 mins of the class will consist of the class sharing reflections/thoughts on
their past week’s baking session and a discussion of problems that may have occurred and how to
remedy them.

Lecture: Next 40 mins will be a lecture on the baking topic of the week. Each week will cover a
different type of baked good and/or a new baking technique. We will discuss the science behind baking,
the general technique, troubleshooting for common mistakes, and give a sample of good recipes for
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students to try throughout the week. Instructors will include tips, stories, and ideas throughout the
lecture. Powerpoints will be made available on bCourses before the lecture to allow students to follow
along during the lecture.

Attendance
Students are expected to attend every lecture. There may be material covered in the lecture that will
not be presented in the readings or PowerPoint slides that will be distributed after class.

Students may have one unexcused absence in the class. Any more unexcused absences will result in a
NP. An excused absence is when the student lets instructors know at least 24 hours before class time
that they will not be in lecture for a valid reason, such as a conflicting exam.

Even if students miss a lecture, they are still expected to complete the weekly assignment.

Grade Evaluation:
Weekly assignment: Each week, students will make or analyze a recipe relevant to the lecture from
that week (either from the suggested recipes or one they find on their own).  Students are expected to
research the recipes and compare them with notes from the lecture.  In addition to baking, students are
asked to submit the following to bCourses prior to the start of the next class:  two photos (one before
the baked good goes into the oven and one of it completed) each containing the student themselves in
the photo and an electronic copy of their recipe annotated with modifications and comments
submitted as one PDF file (NO LIVE PHOTOS).

Weekly reading: There will be short readings and videos assigned, which will be provided to the
students via bCourses. The goal of the reading is to give the students a more thorough understanding
of the “why” behind baking.  There will be short sections assigned from the e-textbook How Baking
Works, which will be provided to the students. The goal of the reading is to give the students a more
thorough understanding of the “why” behind baking.

Reading quiz: Every week, there will be a one-question quiz that covers the assigned reading or video.
The question will be easy to answer if the student has done the reading. It is worth 2 points - 1 point for
answering the question on time, and 1 for getting the correct answer. The code for the bCourses quiz
will be given on the opening lecture slide.

Presentation and Comment Cards: Every week, one or two pairs will be scheduled to bring in a sample
of their baked goods for the class to taste and give a short 5-10 minute presentation on what they
made, how it went, and their thoughts on the recipe. The presentation should be done with Google
slides, and the presentation should be sent to the facilitators before the day of their presentation so
that it can be integrated into the lecture slides. The comment cards will be used to take attendance - if
you do not fill out a comment card, you will be marked absent.

Competition: We will hold at least one baking competition to promote the application of baking skills
and teamwork. Students and facilitators will work together to provide the necessary materials. These
competitions will not include any in-class baking, but rather other skills related to baking, such as
decorating or blind taste tests.

Final Recipe Book: Students will compile two recipes per weekly topic into either an electronic or
physical recipe book. All recipes should be annotated with changes previously made or proposed



improvements for the future. The goal of this project is to give students recipes to look back upon and
use in the future as they continue baking.

Baking Final: Four finals will be held in Morgan Lab; each student will attend one. We anticipate the
final will take 2-3 hours and will consist of students making a recipe from the week of their
presentation. Subject to change.

Waiver of Liability: All students will be required to sign a waiver of liability before baking begins at
home and that will be submitted to bCourses as an assignment. By signing the waiver, students are
acknowledging the potential risks associated with preparing foods at home (ie: using ovens and kitchen
tools like knives). Prior to the final, all students will turn in another waiver required to use the Morgan
Teaching Kitchen.

Kitchen Safety: This course presents small risks to the students. One potential hazard is the risk of

burns or injuries when preparing foods at home or in the Morgan Hall Kitchen. All students will be
required to complete a training on kitchen safety during the first week of class to help mitigate
potential risks.

Food Allergens: All students will be asked about food allergies during the application process. In

addition, students must list all the ingredients in any recipes they are presenting to the class to help

mitigate potential allergen exposure.

Late Assignment Policy: Assignments turned in on bCourses are due by the beginning of class the
following week. All late assignments can receive a maximum of 50% of the points on the original
assignment.  Students can request a 1-week extension by emailing their instructors
(introbaking@gmail.com) at least 24hr prior to the due date with a valid reason.

P/NP grades for the course will be based on:
Weekly Assignments 8 assignments x 9pt each 72 points
Presentation 1 presentation 20 points
Comment Cards 9 comment cards x 2pt each 18 points
Reading Quiz 10 quizzes x 2pt each 20 points
Final Recipe Book 1 recipe book 35 points
Final Baking 1 baking session 35 points
Total 200 points

***Students who do not submit the final recipe book and/or do not attend the final baking session
(or complete equivalent assignment) will receive a NP in the course. Students with two or more
unexcused absences will receive a NP in the course. Students must receive a C- or higher to receive
a P in this course.***
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